A scattered-wave formalism based on the one-electron Dirac equation for a muffin-tin potential is presented. It is shown that the resulting relativistic secular equations reduce to their nonrelativistic counterparts in the infinite-rest-energy limit.
I. INTRODUCTION The application of the multiple scattering or scattered-wave technique to determine the electronic structure of polyatomic molecules was originally proposed by Slater' (3.1)
In the nonrelativistic limit, the total angular momentum is simply the orbital angular momentum, that is, j = l and Q = (I, m) = L. The single-center (r and r' originate from the same point) expansion of G,(r, r') in orbital. angular momentum space L = -(l, m) can be written as e'"' " =4wg (ik)'Y~(k)*J~(kr), (A'I ) where Hz and J are the spin-orbit analogs of Hã nd J~obtained by repl. acing F~by p@. To begin the derivation of the two-center expansions of G,(r, r'), we let r (or r') be p+R, where r (or r') and R have the same origin 0, but p is measured from the point specified by R. ' -s, s) ' -m'= s), we arrive at the following expansions of G,(r, r') corresponding to cases (a), (b) and (c):
The double superscript OP is chosen to mean that the "structure factor" G~L is "measured" from point 0 to point P as demonstrated by comparing (A12b) and (A12c).
To obtain the Q-space two-center expansions of G,(r, r'), we multiply (A4) by C(l-, ' j; p, -s', s') and sum over j. From the orthonormality of the C coefficients, we get
Thus the "relativistic structure factors" Bqq (R), Bqq (R) can be derived from their nonrelativistic counterparts Gqq (R), Gqq (R) using only the C coefficients. The modified "relativistic Gaunt integrals" B(QQ'L") are real since the C coefficients and the Gaunt integrals are real, and / -l'-l" = even integer.
The Dirac free-electron Green's function G(r, r') ts related to the nonrelativistic one G,(r, r') by" G(r, r') = (co. p+ pm, c'+ p, I,)G,(r, r')/c' 
This property can.be easily verified for each structure factor using the conditions (A10) for nonvanishing Gaunt integrals. This symmetry is to be expected in view of the Hermiticity of both G~(r, r') and G(r, r') in r and r'.
where E=-P, -m, c' and atomic units are assumed.
We have also assumed that R is a constant vector so that~p , R --V &.
The structure factors Gl~, G~l. , 9+@, and where the selection rule m, =nz, +rn, has been used in rewriting the C coefficients. The summation over s can be simplified using a single Racah recoupling" @2+P 3 = p " fixed C(j,j, j'; p, p, )C(3' j, j,; p, + p, "p,,)C, (j,j, j";V. , V. ,)
= [(2j "+ l)(2 j'+1)J'"W(j, j,jj "j'j")C(jj"j; g, p, "),
